Renal Papillary Rarefaction: An Artifact Mimicking Papillary Necrosis.
In histopathology, the presence of a tissue change that does not represent the tissue's normal appearance can often lead to an incorrect diagnosis and interpretation. These changes are collectively known as "artifacts" resulting from postmortem autolysis, improper fixation, problems with tissue handling or slide preparation procedures. Most tissue artifacts are obvious, yet some artifacts may be subtle, occur in relatively well-fixed tissue, and demand careful observation to avoid confusion with real biological lesions. The kidney often contains artifacts that may be observed throughout all regions of the renal parenchyma. Cortical tubule artifacts present the greatest challenge when discerning an artifact versus an induced lesion following exposure to a xenobiotic. However, confounding artifacts observed at the tip of the renal papilla may also be problematic for the pathologist. An uncommon artifact involving tinctorial alteration and rarefaction affecting the papillary tip of the rat kidney is described here and differentiated from treatment induced lesions of renal papillary necrosis.